GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Sunday, April 15, 2018 A.M. – Judge: Mr. Dick Jones
Sunday, April 15, 2018 P.M. – Judge: Ms. Donna Canod

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point Schedule - Division 1 – Effective May 17, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.M. SHOW
Judge: Mr. Dick Jones

4 & UNDER 6 MONTHS BEGINNER PUPPY

#31 1st, BOS
LACOMTESSE RITCHIE/gecko CA EY736436 12/14/17 (Dog)
Breeder(s): Richard Lortie & Diane Gobeil
By: CH Kennelwood’s Man U Man x Schatten-Survival’s Bailey v Lacomtese
Owner(s): Richard Lortie/Diane Gobeil,
Agent:

#33 2nd
SANBOB’S NICKELSON DN52472401 12/04/17 (Dog)
Breeder(s): Bob and Sandra Lindsay
By: GCH Sirius Park Midnight Train to Georgia x Witmer’s Dirty Little Secret SANBOB
Owner(s): Bob & Sandra Lindsay
Agent:

#32 2nd
KATIE-RICK’S MY ANTONIA DN52688301 12/12/17 (Bitch)
Breeder(s): Kathleen and Dick Sawler
By: GCH Sirius Park Midnight Train to Georgia x CH Angeresse’s Explora Dora
Owner(s): Breeders
Agent:

#34 1st, BOB
SANBOB’S JEWEL OF THE NILE DN52472402 12/04/17 (Bitch)
Breeder(s): Bob and Sandra Lindsay
By: GCH Sirius Park Midnight Train to Georgia x Witmer’s Dirty Little Secret SANBOB
Owner(s): Bob & Sandra Lindsay
Agent:

BOB: 34
BOS: 31

---

DOG CLASSES
9-12 PUPPY DOGS

#35 3rd
KYSARAH-LINDEL’S TALKING IT OVER DN50686103 07/08/17
Breeder(s): Frank de Bem and Linda Delarso
By: GCH Kysarah’s Askin For Trouble x Lindel-Melana’s Something To Talk About
Owner(s): Kathleen Sawler and Frank de Bem
Agent:

#37 2nd
LEGEND’S AMERICAN OAK OF TOPHATNSUBOJA DN50015402 05/18/17
Breeder(s): Candee Foss/Debra Hopkins/Susan Sizemore
By: Suboja’s & Top Hat’s Gentleman’s Quarterly x Legend’s All American Girl of Sunrise
Owner(s): Emily St. Hilaire/Holly Whitney
Agent: Philip Moore
#39 1st, RWD
COLBYHAUS MARDAN’S DIRTY DANCING GSDSTYLE DN49736701 04/17/17
Breeder(s): Linda & Steve Colby/Leslie Dancosse/Susan Condreras/Steve & Pat Roda
By: GCH Stuttgart’s Now Don’t Refuse Me Of Masrock x GCH ColbyHaus’ Dancin’ In The Willows
Owner(s): Linda & Steve Colby/Leslie Dancosse/Susan Condreras/Autumn Dugan
Agent:

12-18 DOGS

#41 1st
KYSARAH’S SHOLAN THROWING SHADE DN48846501 02/08/17
Breeder(s): Frank de Bem/Casey & Michael Huff
By: CH Kysarah’s Rolling Stone x GCH Kysarah’s Cauz’n Trouble
Owner(s): Breeders
Agent: Autumn Dugan

NOVICE DOGS

#43 Ab
GSDSTYLE COLBYHAUS’ TIME IN A BOTTLE DN43791602 08/05/15
Breeder(s): Steve & Pat Roda/Steve & Linda Colby
By: SEL CH Ken-Delaine’s Egoiste ROM x GCH Colbyhaus’ Dancin’ in the Willows
Owner(s): Breeders
Agent:

AMERICAN BREED DOGS

#45 1st
VON NASSAU’S SKYFALL OF CLAYFIELD DN44384003 10/17/15
Breeder(s): Tom Mesdag
By: CH Clayfield Bon Jovi x CH Von Nassau’s Snuggles of Norberge
Owner(s): Sue Lapinski/Claire Drosdick
Agent: George Berstler

#47 2nd
TOUCHSTONE’S VOLCANO DN43112607 04/28/15
Breeder(s): Terry Reed
By: Lyloak’s True Grit x Touchstone’s The Show Girl
Owner(s): Breeder
Agent:

#49 3rd
KATIE-RICK’S GUNNER DN46595614 05/16/16
Breeder(s): Kathleen & Richard Sawler
By: GCH Bill-Mar’s Maximillion of Katie-Rick x CH Angeresse’s Explora Dora
Owner(s): Stephan Kenneally
Agent: Philip Moore

OPEN DOGS

#51 Exc
KARIZMA’S SON OF A SAILOR DN46017201 04/17/16
Breeder(s): Iza Kabuska
By: GCH Karizma’s Argo of Rowland x CH Karizma’s Betsy Von Loar Kaleef
Owner(s): Karin Thornton
Agent: George Berstler

#53 4th
TOUCHSTONE’S UP TO NO GOOD DN37457502 07/17/13
Breeder(s): Terry Reed
By: Stonewall-Cheeryo’s Never Look Back x Touchstone’s Scarborough Fair
Owner(s): Terry Reed
Agent:

#55 3rd
SIRIUS PARK’S JACK BAUER DN35503901 12/12/12
Breeder(s): Lee Parkhurst & Amy Graham
By: GCH Sirius Park’s Santana x CH Sirius Park’s Vegas Showgirl
Owner(s): L. Thomas Rocha
Agent: Philip Moore

#57 2nd
G’LIN’S BOOT SCOOTIN BOOGIE V STARLING DN38938906 01/22/14
Breeder(s): Linda Rinaldi
By: CH Kaleef’s Mike Tyson x CH Aramist’s Gotta Have Faith Eagle Valley
Owner(s): Priscilla Terrien
Agent: Autumn Dugan

#59 1st, WD
LACOMTESSE LUCIFER MORNINGSTAR DN4883033 04/12/16
Breeder(s): Richard Lortie/Diane Gobeil
By: CH Lacomtesse Bellamy x Schatten-Survival’s Bailey v Lacomtesse
Owner(s): Richard Lortie/Diane Gobeil, Quebec Canada
Agent:

WD: 59
RWD: 39
PTS: 4

VETERAN DOGS

#61 1st
GCH BILL-MAR’S MAXIMILLION OF KATIE-RICK DN30071002 12/15/10
Breeder(s): Kathleen Sawler and Mary Ellen Lozides
By: GCH Sirius Park’s Santana x Bill-Mar’s Ms. Trouble
Owner(s): Kathleen Sawler
Agent: Philip Moore

#63 2nd
GCH BROWN HILL’S BETTER BE WORTH IT, PT RE CD DN23516603 11/20/08
Breeder(s): Emily St. Hilaire and Frank de Bem
By: CH Laxfield’s Hit Man x CH Brownhills-Kysarah’s Worth It
Owner(s): Holly Whitney/Emily St. Hilaire
Agent:

BITCH CLASSES
9-12 PUPPY BITCHES

#36 1st
KYSARAH’S COWBOY’S LIL SECRET DN49839801 04/29/17
Breeder(s): Frank de Bem
By: GCH Stuttgart’s Single Action Army v Hammersmith x CH Kysarah’s Dirty Lil Secret
Owner(s): Lori Gale
Agent: Philip Moore

12-18 BITCHES

#38 Abs
TALL OAKS HEARTBREAKER V JOELLE  DN48356605  12/24/16
Breeder(s): Shannon Dosing/Joann Richards
By: CH Joelles Grizzly x Ranita’s TNT
Owner(s): Erica Robbins/Shannon Dosing/Joan Richards
Agent: George Berstler

AMATEUR-OWNER-HANDLER BITCHES

#40 1st
KATIE-RICK’S ALL TIME SHINE SADIE  DN46595613  05/16/16
Breeder(s): Kathleen and Richard Sawler
By: GCH Bill-Mar’s Maximillion of Katie-Rick x CH Angelesse Explora Dora
Owner(s): Jameson LaTour
Agent:

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCHES

#42 1st
BROWN HILL-BREELYN ‘S GATHERS NO MOSS  DN40338501  07/19/14
Breeder(s): Emily St. Hilaire and Holly Whitney
By: CH Kysarah’s Rolling Stone x CH Brown Hill’s Joy’s First Jett
Owner(s): Breeders and Lin Cunha
Agent:

AMERICAN BRED BITCHES

#44 Abs
TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE STAR OF EDAN  DN45459706  02/01/16
Breeder(s): Ann Schultz
By: GCH Kennelwood’s Man U Man x CH Remembering Me Of Edan
Owner(s): Paula Peters/Ann Schultz
Agent: Autumn Dugan

#46 3rd
TOUCHSTONE’S VENI VIDI VICI  DN43112601  04/28/15
Breeder(s): Terry Reed
By: Lyloak’s True Grit x Touchstone’s The Show Girl
Owner(s): Breeder
Agent:

#48 1st
LINDEL-ARCTURUS’ QUE SERA SERA  DN46727501  06/25/16
Breeder(s): Linda DeLarso
By: Kiefernfel’s LouisVuitton Aramist x Aramist’s Kaleef’s BlackSwan Lindel
Owner(s): Frank de Bem
Agent:

#50 2nd
BROWN HILL’S PINKY SWEAR O’FIRETHORN  DN46960101  08/20/16
Breeder(s): Emily St. Hilaire/Susan Sullivan/Brett White
By: CH Kysarah’s Rolling Stone ROM x Brown Hill’s Shady Deal O’Firethorn
Owner(s): Emily St. Hilaire/Susan Sullivan
Agent: Philip Moore

OPEN BITCHES

#52 2nd
MASSTANA’S QUE SERA SERA GSDSTYLE  DN41952003  02/12/15
Breeder(s): Nancy & John Vaught
By: GCH Kysarah’s Ashkin For Trouble x CH Masstana’s Midnight Celebration
Owner(s): Breeders/Steve & Pat Roda
Agent:

#54 1st
BROWN HILL’S FOLLOW ME UP TO CARLOW  DN45604502  03/16/16
Breeder(s): Emily St. Hilaire
By: Harmonia's Intense Desire x Morning's Scene Stealer
Owner(s): Emily St. Hilaire/Holly Whitney
Agent: Philip Moore

WB: 54
RWB: 52
PTS: 3

VETERAN BITCHES

#56 1st
NIKIREE’S CHARMED & DANGEROUS  DN14759104  06/03/06
Breeder(s): Karen Harms
By: AOE CH Bill-Mar’s Here Comes Trouble x Nikiree’s Midnight Mayhem
Owner(s): Steve & Pat Roda/Karen Harms
Agent: Philip Moore

BEST OF BREED

#65
GCH SIRIUS PARK’S MIDNIGHT TRAIN TO GEORGIA  DN435561/02  06/07/15 (Dog)
Breeder(s): Lee Parkhurst & Susan Childers
By: GCH Jerrwen’s I Walk The Line x High Country’s Green Eyed Lady
Owner(s): Lee Parkhurst/Jan Weatherbee
Agent: Philip Moore

#67 Abs
CH TOPLINES CASINO OF CRANSTON  DN34006505  07/02/12  (Dog)
Breeder(s): David Mizzoni/Diana Mackey
By: Toplines Little Louie II x CH Toplines Carrie-Ann
Owner(s): Erica Robbins/David Mizzoni
Agent: George Berstler

#69
CH TOUCHSTONE-CHEERYO’S UPPER DECK  DN37457510  07/17/13  (Dog)
Breeder(s): Terry Reed
By: Stonewall-Cheeryo’s Never Look Back x Touchstone’s Scarborough Fair
Owner(s): Wendy Luba/Terry Reed
Agent: George Berstler

#58
CH COLBYHAUS GSDSTYLE’S HOLLYWOOD STAR  DN42575301  04/03/15  (Bitch)
Breeder(s): Linda & Steve Colby/Steve & Pat Roda
By: GCH GSDstyle’s Johnny B. Goode v Windover Abijah x ColbyHaus-Kaleef’s Halestorm
Owner(s): Breeders
Agent: George Berstler

BOB: 59
BOW: 59
BOS: 58
SEL. D. 65
SEL. B. ---
BP: 39
BOSP: 36
P.M. SHOW
Judge: Ms. Donna Conod

4 & UNDER 6 MONTHS BEGINNER PUPPY

#71 1st
SANBOB’S NICKELSON  DN52472401  12/04/17  (Dog)
Breeder(s): Bob and Sandra Lindsay
By: GCH Sirius Park Midnight Train to Georgia x Witmer’s Dirty Little Secret SANBOB
Owner(s): Bob & Sandra Lindsay
Agent:

#60 2nd
SANBOB’S JEWEL OF THE NILE  DN52472402  12/04/17  (Bitch)
Breeder(s): Bob and Sandra Lindsay
By: GCH Sirius Park Midnight Train to Georgia x Witmer’s Dirty Little Secret SANBOB
Owner(s): Bob & Sandra Lindsay
Agent:

#62 3rd
KATIE-RICK’S MY ANTONIA  DN52688301  12/12/17  (Bitch)
Breeder(s): Kathleen and Dick Sawler
By: GCH Sirius Park Midnight Train to Georgia x CH Angeresse’s Explora Dora
Owner(s): Breeders
Agent:

#64 Abs
NUTMEG VOM GIVENHAUS  DN52169702  12/07/17  (Bitch)
Breeder(s): Vael Given
By: Va Mailo Vom Kuckucksland x V SunnyGirl Vom Elb-Saale-Winkel
Owner(s): Mary Belecz
Agent:

#66 1st
LACOMTESSE SANTANICO ABIJAH  CA EY736438  12/14/17  (Bitch)
Breeder(s): Richard Lortie & Diane Gobeil
By: Kennelwood’s Man U Man x CH Schatten-Survival’s Bailey v Lacomtesse
Owner(s): Jill Lukasik
Agent:

BOB: 66
BOS: 71

DOG CLASSES
9-12 PUPPY DOGS

#73 1st
LEGEND’S AMERICAN OAK OF TOPHATNSUBOJA  DN50015402  05/18/17
Breeder(s): Candee Foss/Debra Hopkins/Susan Sizemore
By: Suboja’s & Top Hat’s Gentleman’s Quarterly x Legend’s All American Girl of Sunrise
Owner(s): Emily St. Hilaire/Holly Whitney
Agent: Philip Moore
COLBYHAUS MARDAN’S DIRTY DANCING GSDSTYLE DN49736701 04/17/17

Breeder(s): Linda & Steve Colby/Leslie Dancosse/Susan Condreras/Steve & Pat Roda
By: GCH Stuttgart’s Now Don’t Refuse Me Of Masmrock x GCH ColbyHaus’ Dancin’ In The Willows
Owner(s): Linda & Steve Colby/Leslie Dancosse/Susan Condreras/Autumn Dugan
Agent:

KYSARAH-LINDEL’S TALKING IT OVER DN50686103 07/08/17

Breeder(s): Frank de Bem and Linda Delarso
By: GCH Kysarah’s Askin For Trouble x Lindel-Melana’s Something To Talk About
Owner(s): Kathleen Sawler and Frank de Bem
Agent:

12-18 DOGS

KYSARAH’S SHOLAN THROWING SHADE DN48846501 02/08/17

Breeder(s): Frank de Bem/Casey & Michael Huff
By: CH Kysarah’s Rolling Stone x GCH Kysarah’s Cauz’n Trouble
Owner(s): Breeders
Agent: Autumn Dugan

AMERICAN BRED DOGS

KATIE-RICK’S GUNNER DN46595614 05/16/16

Breeder(s): Kathleen & Richard Sawler
By: GCH Bill-Mar’s Maximillion of Katie-Rick x CH Angeresse’s Explora Dora
Owner(s): Stephan Kenneally
Agent: Philip Moore

TOUCHSTONE’S VOLCANO DN43112607 04/28/15

Breeder(s): Terry Reed
By: Lyloak’s True Grit x Touchstone’s The Show Girl
Owner(s): Breeder
Agent:

OPEN DOGS

LACOMTESSE LUCIFER MORNINGSTAR DN4883033 04/12/16

Breeder(s): Richard Lortie/Diane Gobeil
By: CH Lacomtesse Bellamy x Schatten-Survival’s Bailey v Lacomtesse
Owner(s): Richard Lortie/Diane Gobeil
Agent:

TOUCHSTONE’S UP TO NO GOOD DN37457502 07/17/13

Breeder(s): Terry Reed
By: Stonewall-Cheeryo’s Never Look Back x Touchstone’s Scarborough Fair
Owner(s): Terry Reed
Agent:

SIRIUS PARK’S JACK BAUER DN35503901 12/12/12

Breeder(s): Lee Parkhurst & Amy Graham
By: GCH Sirius Park’s Santana x CH Sirius Park’s Vegas Showgirl
Owner(s): L. Thomas Rocha
Agent: Philip Moore

#91 Abs
KARIZMA’S SON OF A SAILOR DN46017201 04/17/16
Breeder(s): Iza Kabuska
By: GCH Karizma’s Argo of Rowland x CH Karizma’s Betsy Von Loar Kaleef
Owner(s): Karin Thornton
Agent: George Berstler

#93 2nd
G’LIN’S BOOT SCOOTIN BOOGIE V STARLING DN38938906 01/22/14
Breeder(s): Linda Rinaldi
By: CH Kaleef’s Mike Tyson x CH Aramist’s Gotta Have Faith Eagle Valley
Owner(s): Priscilla Terrien
Agent: Autumn Dugan

WD: 85
RWD: 73
PTS: ??

VETERAN DOGS

#95 2nd
GCH BROWN HILL’S BETTER BE WORTH IT, PT RE CD DN23516603 11/20/08
Breeder(s): Emily St. Hilaire and Frank de Bem
By: CH Laxfield’s Hit Man x CH Brownhills-Kysarah’s Worth It
Owner(s): Holly Whitney/Emily St. Hilaire
Agent:

#97 1st
GCH BILL-MAR’S MAXIMILLION OF KATIE-RICK DN30071002 12/15/10
Breeder(s): Kathleen Sawler and Mary Ellen Lozides
By: GCH Sirius Park’s Santana x Bill-Mar’s Ms. Trouble
Owner(s): Kathleen Sawler, 34 Johnson Dr., Newmarket NH 03857
Agent: Philip Moore

BITCH CLASSES
9-12 PUPPY BITCHES

#68 1st
KYSARAH’S COWBOY’S LIL SECRET DN49839801 04/29/17
Breeder(s): Frank de Bem’
By: GCH Stuttgart’s Single Action Army v Hammersmith x CH Kysarah’s Dirty Lil Secret
Owner(s): Lori Gale
Agent: Philip Moore

12-18 MOS. BITCHES

#70 Abs.
TALL OAKS HEARTBREAKER V JOELLE DN48356605 12/24/16
Breeder(s): Shannon Dosing/Joann Richards
By: CH Joelles Grizzly x Ranita’s TNT
Owner(s): Erica Robbins/Shannon Dosing/Joan Richards
Agent: George Berstler

AMATEUR-OWNER-HANDLER BITCHES

#72 1st
KATIE-RICK’S ALL TIME SHINE SADIE DN46595613 05/16/16
Breeder(s): Kathleen and Richard Sawler
By: GCH Bill-Mar’s Maximillion of Katie-Rick x CH Angelesse Explora Dora
Owner(s): Jameson LaTour
Agent:

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCHES

#74 Abs.
BROWN HILL-BREELYN’S GATHERS NO MOSS DN40338501 07/19/14
Breeder(s): Emily St. Hilaire and Holly Whitney
By: CH Kysarah’s Rolling Stone x CH Brown Hill’s Joy’s First Jett
Owner(s): Breeders and Lin Cunha
Agent:

AMERICAN BRED BITCHES

#76 1st
BROWN HILL’S PINKY SWEAR O’FIRESOTHN DN46960101 08/20/16
Breeder(s): Emily St. Hilaire/Susan Sullivan/Brett White
By: CH Kysarah’s Rolling Stone ROM x Brown Hill’s Shady Deal O’Firethorn
Owner(s): Emily St. Hilaire/Susan Sullivan
Agent: Philip Moore

#78 Abs.
TOUCHSTONE’S VENI VIDI VICI DN43112601 04/28/15
Breeder(s): Terry Reed
By: Lyloak’s True Grit x Touchstone’s The Show Girl
Owner(s): Breeder
Agent:

#80 2nd
LINDEL-ARCTURUS’ QUE SERA SERA DN46727501 06/25/16
Breeder(s): Linda DeLarso
By: Kiefernfel’s LouisVuitton Aramist x Aramist’s Kaleef’s BlackSwan Lindel
Owner(s): Frank de Bem
Agent:

OPEN BITCHES

#82 1st
BROWN HILL’S FOLLOW ME UP TO CARLOW DN45604502 03/16/16
Breeder(s): Emily St. Hilaire
By: Harmonia’s Intense Desire x Morning’s Scene Stealer
Owner(s): Emily St. Hilaire/Holly Whitney
Agent: Philip Moore

#84 Abs.
TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE STAR OF EDAN DN45459706 02/01/16
Breeder(s): Ann Schultz
By: GCH Kennelwood’s Man U Man x CH Remembering Me Of Edan
Owner(s): Paula Peters/Ann Schultz
Agent: Autumn Dugan

WB: 76
RWB: 82
PTS: ??
BEST OF BREED

#193
GCH SIRIUS PARK’S MIDNIGHT TRAIN TO GEORGIA DN435561/02 06/07/15 (Dog)
Breeder(s): Lee Parkhurst & Susan Childers
By: GCH Jerrwen’s I Walk The Line x High Country’s Green Eyed Lady
Owner(s): Lee Parkhurst/Jan Weatherbee
Agent: Philip Moore

#195 Abs.
CH TOPLINES CASINO OF CRANSTON DN34006505 07/02/12 (Dog)
Breeder(s): David Mizzoni/Diana Mackey
By: Toplines Little Louie II x CH Toplines Carrie-Ann
Owner(s): Erica Robbins/David Mizzoni
Agent: George Berstler

#197 Abs.
CH TOUCHSTONE-CHEERYO’S UPPER DECK DN37457510 07/17/13 (Dog)
Breeder(s): Terry Reed
By: Stonewall-Cheeryo’s Never Look Back x Touchstone’s Scarborough Fair
Owner(s): Wendy Luba/Terry Reed
Agent:

#192
CH COLBYHAUS GSDSTYLE’S HOLLYWOOD STAR DN42575301 04/03/15 (Bitch)
Breeder(s): Linda & Steve Colby/Steve & Pat Roda
By: GCH GSDstyle’s Johnny B. Goode v Windover Abijah x ColbyHaus-Kaleef’s Halestorm
Owner(s): Breeders
Agent:

BOB: 193
BOW: 76
BOS: 76
SEL. D: 97
SEL. B: 192
BP: 73
BOSP: 68